MnM Minutes CC 20220302

Logistics

Time:
Every 2 weeks on Wednesday at 3:00 PM ET

Web Meeting Link:
https://hl7-org.zoom.us/j/92869048638?pwd=UHlGM0VXNn5BcUVTSCsYy9hbnJ2UT09

Agenda

• Approve Previous Minutes
• UTG Issue Review
• Tracker Items

Attendees

• Ron Shapiro (chair/scribe)
• AbdulMalik Shakir
• Lloyd McKenzie

Approve Previous Minutes

• Minutes to Prior Meeting on 2022-02-16 approved by General Consent.

UTG Issue Review

• https://jira.hl7.org/issues/ (all unresolved) or https://jira.hl7.org/issues/ (unresolved in consensus review status)

  • Will vote affirmative on
  
  - UP-163 - Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.

  • Will raise comments on
  
  - UP-278 - Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.

  - UP-280 - Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.

  - UP-265 - Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.
Tracker Items

- **FHIR-35948** - Expand SampledData to allow for variable timings  
  - discussed pros and cons of using offsets and what value they should hold: instance, offset from start, offset from last sample, etc  
  - will wait to discuss with Grahame present

- **FHIR-36010** - valueset ucum-units is missing '1'  
  - Persuasive

- **FHIR-36012** - Drop all UCUM comments from the 'standard' UCUM valueset  
  - Persuasive

- **FHIR-36000** - Json digital signature commitTypeIndication is wrong  
  - Invited John to join us to discuss.

- **FHIR-36033** - Extend ContactPointSystem for messengers  
  - Reject Request

- **FHIR-35874** - Advance the Product pattern  
  - move to FHIR-I to address as part of the Workflow project

- **FHIR-35862** - Search for lot/serial number on all resources  
  - move to O&O

Adjournment

- 4:00 PM ET